
                                English     Class 6th   

                               Mother to son 

A UNDERSTANDING THE POEM 

1. Answer the following questions in your own words. 

a. A mother is speaking in the poem and her words are addressed to her son. 

b. The speaker compares her life to a flight of worn down, dimly-lit stairs. 
c. The speaker encounters tacks, splinters, holes, bare boards, and patches of     
darkness on the stairs. 
d. She has kept climbing up. 
e. Don’t turn back; don’t sit down, and don’t fall, are the three pieces of advice the 
speaker gives to the listener in the poem. 
f. The line, ‘Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.’ is repeated. The speaker also repeats 
the message  
that she hasn’t given up with the similar lines: ‘I’se been a-climbin’ on’ and ‘I’se still 
climbin’’. 
g. The one-word line, ‘Bare.’ is shortest. Pupils will give their views on why the poet has 
made it so short. It is a stark fact that her life has been hard, empty, and without 
comforts, which the word on its own makes clear. 
These questions are more difficult. Discuss them first. 
h. Life for the mother has been very difficult but she has not given up.  
i. Pupils will give their own views. Perhaps, she wishes to share her experience and 
encourage him to never give up. 
j. The tacks and splinters might represent hardships and painful moments: if you step on 
a tack or get a splinter on your hand or foot, it hurts, so perhaps these represent 
moments of physical or emotional pain. Pupils can find plenty of examples but must be 
encouraged to explain their reasons. Some examples: boards torn-up could represent 
opportunities that have been removed from her due to the lack of financial resources; no 
carpet on the floor could represent lack of comfort and wealth; the lack of light could 
represent times when she has felt sad, uncertain, or hopeless. 

B WORKING WITH WORDS 
1. Find all the non-standard words used in the poem. Write them out along with their 
correct meanings and form. Don’t forget to list all the words with an apostrophe. 
Pupils should be encouraged to find as many as they can. Then ask them to share their 
answers to see if as a class they have found them all. 
ain’t – has not; I’se – I have; a-climbin’ – climbing; reachin’/landin’/turnin’/goin’ – all 
missing a g at the end; set down – sit down; ‘cause – because; kinder – kind of. Pupils 
should also turn the contractions, such as I’ll and Don’t into I will and Do not. 
2. Write these sentences using standard and grammatically correct English. 
a. I am expecting a friend for dinner. 
b. I have been waiting at this bus stop for one hour. 



c. I am not going to the cinema tonight. 
d. They have been kind of sleepy today. 
e. She stayed at home because she was ill. 
f. You are not doing this at all if you find it is too difficult to do now. 

C LEARNING ABOUT LANGUAGE 
SENTENCES 
Discuss the different types of sentence and look for examples in other pieces of writing. 
Collect a number of each type of sentence and have them to hand. Read them out 
quickly, one after another, and ask the pupils to identify, equally quickly, what type each 
is. Perhaps you can turn this into a team game, but should anyone get one wrong, they 
will lose five points for their team! Appoint one pair of pupils at a time, one from each 
team, to compete against each other; otherwise expect mayhem! 
1. Pick out the statements, questions, commands, and exclamations. 
a. statement  
b. question  
c. command  
d. exclamation 
e. statement  
f. command  
g. statement  
h. question 
2. Make questions from the sentences below. 
Some examples: 
a. Did it have tacks in it?  
b. Were there places with no carpet on the floor? 
c. Did he sit down on the grass?  
d. Does she find it hard? 
e. Are you still working hard? 

                              1.Nicobobinus 
A COMPREHENSION 
1. Answer the following questions. 
a. We learn that Nicobobinus is an extraordinary child who stuck his tongue out at the 
prime minister. ,We also learn that he lives in Venice and that he could do anything! 
b.Rosie is Nicobobinus’s best friend. 
c. People don’t pay attention to what Rosie says because she is always having wild 
ideas. 
d. Rosie suggests that she and Nicobobinus should pull up every weed on his doorstep 
and discover the Land of Dragons. 
e. The children go on their adventure the next morning, when it is just starting to get 
brighter. They  take buns and lemonade with them. 
f. They meet the Nightwatchman and a dog on their journey. The Nightwatchman tries 
to stop them  from going on their adventure. Rosie trips over the dog and it barks at 
them until it notices the buns and starts to eat them. 



g. Nicobobinus escapes from the Man in the orchard by doubling himself up and going 
backwards as fast as he could, instead of trying to run away, so the man’s legs are 
knocked from under him, and he lands in a pile of leaves. Then he hides in a shed. 
h. He squirms through a long, narrow passage made of stone. 
These questions are more difficult. Discuss them first. 
i. This line that shows the man is reluctant to break the door down is: ‘Right! I’m going to 
break this door down!’ said the Man. And then, because he knew he’d have to repair the 
door himself, he  
added: ‘Do you hear?’ 
Also, he bangs on the door and shouts, but does not break it down. 
j. The thoughts Nicobobinus has as he is falling down the well, and some suggestions 
for what he is feeling (pupils may come up with other plausible ideas) are:  
1. ‘Bother!’He is annoyed/shocked.  
2. ‘a rather unkind thought about his best friend, who had instigated the whole 
expedition, and it involved her dangling over a snake pit, while numerous fierce dragons 
flew at her chanting’: - he blames his friend and wants to get back at her. 
3. ‘Suppose it’s a well? A deep, unused well, with slimy, slippery sides that you could 
never climb, and icy water at the bottom that...’ - he is starting to feel worried and 
frightened.  
Write three statements, questions, and exclamations about the story you have just read. 
2. Write the lines of speech below. Put the name of the speaker after each line. 
a. ‘Ah ha! I’ve got you now!’ The Man 
b. ‘Let’s pull up every single weed on your doorstep.’ Rosie 
c. ‘It’s one of the best ideas I’ve ever had!’ Rosie 
d. ‘Ow!’ Nicobobinus 
e. ‘Open this door at once, d’you hear?’ The Man 
f. ‘You’ll think of something!’ Rosie 
 

LEARNING ABOUT LANGUAGE 
1. Write questions for these answers. (Note: variations are possible!) 
Pupils will write their own sentences. Here are some possible examples for a: 
What was her job? Who was Mrs X? Why did she live in the Secretariat?  
Discuss the pupils’ responses. 
2. Make up a statement, command, question, and exclamation. 
Pupils will write their own sentences. Here is an example for a.  
statement — The cat is near the door. 
command — Let that cat out through the door. 
question — Is the cat behind the door? 
exclamation — That cat! It has scratched the door! 
Discuss the pupils’ responses. 
2. Convert the following exclamations into statements. 
a. That is a lovely dress. 
b. You are very brave. 
c. She is angry. 
d. It is a fine day. 
 



D          LISTENING ANDSPEAKING 
Read the passage at the back of the student book twice to the pupils. Read it clearly 
and slowly. The pupils should listen with their student books closed. When you have 
finished reading, ask them to answer the questions in Exercise D. Set a time limit. When 
they have finished, read the passage again and allow them to mark their work. 
(Alternatively, get them to exchange their exercise books and mark each other’s  
work.) 
Listen to the description of Venice and answer the questions. 
Mark the correct answers with a tick. 
a. Venice is a city in i. Italy. 
b. The city is like a i. maze. 
c. Venice is famous for its  
ii. architecture. 
d. The city is in danger of: iii. sinking. 
e. Venice has lots of i. museums and cafés 

                2 The Ransome of a Red Chief 
 
 A CMPREHENSION 

1. Answer the following questions. 

a. The story is set in the state of Alabama in the south of the United States of America. 

b. The two man decided to kidnap someone because they wanted two thousand dollars     
to buy some land. 
c. The first sign that the kidnappers have picked a difficult victim is that he throws a rock 
at Bill’s head. (Pupils could also say that it is when he puts up a fight when they put him 
in the buggy.) 
d. We learn that Ebenezer Dorset is a prominent citizen, known for his wealth, which he 
made from lending mortgages and making foreclosures. 
e. Encourage pupils to read through the passage and look for clues about Sam and 
Bill’s wrong-doings. 
f. Pupils can pick out any number of details. Some suggestions are: We learn that 
Johnny Dorset is nine years old, has red hair, talks a lot, is violent (he kicks and bites), 
has a great imagination, is not popular with his neighbours, and he likes camping. 
g. He played a game in which he imagined he was a Red Indian. 
h. Bill tried to release Johnny before they had the ransom because he is being driven 
mad by the boy (who had been pretending that Bill was his horse!). 
i. Sam and Bill got Johnny to go home by telling him that they were going to play with a 
new toy his father had bought him.  
j. Bill said that he would be over the Canadian border in ten minutes, which has not 
possible. He meant that he would be going as far away as possible to get away from 
Johnny. 
k. Johnny exhausted, enraged, and frightened the two men. Get pupils to give examples 
of the things he did and the effect his actions had on the men. 



l. Pupils will give their own reasons for feeling sympathetic to Johnny, Ebenezer, Bill, or 
Sam. Discuss all the characters and the reasons why we might feel sympathetic to 
them. 
2. Answer the following questions with reference to context. 
a. At last, I fell into a troubled sleep, and dreamed that I had been kidnapped and 
chained to a tree by a ferocious pirate with red hair. 
i. Sam is dreaming about Johnny. 
ii. He has kidnapped Johnny but the kidnap is not going according to plan 
iii. Sam is the kidnapper, not the victim, but in his dream the roles have been reversed.  
b. ‘I think Mr. Dorset is generous for making us such an offer.’ 
i. Bill to Sam. 
ii. Johnny’s father. He is offering to take Johnny back if the kidnappers pay him. 
iii. It is usually the other way round: the ransom is paid to the kidnappers, not by them! 

B    WORKING WITH WORDS 
1. Use these words and phrases in sentences of your own. Discuss them first. 
Pupils will make up their own sentences. 
2. Look at these sentences from the passage and change them into Standard English: 
a. Bill and I had about six hundred dollars. 
b. I was ridden like a horse. 
c. Is it not awful, Sam? 
d. Sand is not edible! 
3. Find  two or more meanings for each of the following. Use your dictionary. 
Pupils should look up the words. Some have two very different meanings; some have 
different  meanings for the verb and noun. 
a. rattle    Verb  make or cause to make a rapid stream of short, sharp knocking sounds 
                Noun: a thing used to make a rattling sound 
b. scalp    Noun: the skin covering the head (excluding the face). 
                 Verb to take the scalp of an enemy 
c. home   Noun: a place where one lives, the native habitat, a headquarters, the starting        
                position  
                Verb: to go or return to one’s residence: to be guided to a target 
 d. glance  Verb: to take a brief or hurried look. 
                 Noun: a brief or hurried look 
e. figure     Noun: a number. a person’s body shape 
                  Verb to calculate or work out 
f. prominent  Noun  important; well-known; sticking out from something 
g. store        Verb  to keep or accumulate (something) for future us 
                    Noun: a quantity or supply of something kept for use as needed 
h. curse       Verb to utter offensive words in anger or annoyance 
                    Noun a solemn utterance intended to invoke a supernatural power to    
                     inflict harm or punishment on someone or something 
i. noise         Noun: a sound, especially one that is loud or unpleasant or that causes  
                     disturbance. 
j. moment      Noun: a very brief period of time; an exact point in time 
 



1. Write the following sentences in your exercise book, putting a box (or brackets) round 
the subject and a line under the predicate. 
a. (Bill) rose slowly 
.b. Be good, (Johnny). 
c. Now (I) want you to go home. 
d. (Nobody), got any sleep because of the noise. 
e. Just do it. (you) 
2. Add suitable subjects to the following so that they become complete sentences. 

                   The old brown horse 
 

UNDERSTANDING THE POEM 
1. Answer the following questions. 
a. We learn that the horse is weary, old, shaggy, not very well cared for, and a bit sad; 
but the horse responds to human touch. 
b. Stop for a word or two and touch him softly. 
c. The horse feels good when a passer-by strokes its mane and shaggy coat.  
These questions are more difficult. Discuss them first.  
d.The horse is old; time has passed and brought new methods of transport such as the 
motor car. 
e.The master. Because he is busy driving his motor car. 
f. Pupils will think of ways to make the horse’s last years comfortable.  
2. Mark these statements as true (T) or false (F). 
a. F 
b. T 
c. F 
d. F 
3. Answer the following questions with reference to context. 
a. ‘Oh, thank you, friend, for the kindly thought 
For a horse who has had his day 
.’ The underlined phrase means:           c. has now grown old 
4. Do you think there is a rhyming pattern in the poem? What is it?  
The odd lines rhyme: a b c b d e f e 
5. Which words and expressions tell us that the poet cares about the horse? 
The poet makes the horse sound pitiable, and resigned to its fate through these words 
expressions:  
‘I’m simply watching’, 
‘Nobody seems to mind...  
a horse who is lame and half-blind’,  
‘makes him feel quite sad’,  
‘gives a little sigh’, 
‘once as full of life as you’, 
etc.  
 
 

B WORKING WITH WORDS 



 Students talk about the words. What do they mean?Here are some other words. Which 
words may be added to the list above? Circle them. If you don’t know the meanings, 
look them up in a dictionary. 
The following words are connected with horses and riding. Ask the pupils to find out 
how they are related by looking in a dictionary. Why have the other words been 
excluded from the list? What do they mean? 
race 
stirrup fetlock 
saddle 
rein jump 
gallop 
canter 
Shetlandpony shoe 
hoof 

C LEARNING  ABOUT L ANGUAGE 
Revise what pupils know about subject and predicate. The text gives the basic 
information. 
1. Add suitable predicates to the following to make sentences. 
The pupils will write their own sentences—ensure that they use some imagination to 
produce interesting sentences. 
2. Underline only the main noun and the main verb. 
a. The boy walked along briskly. 
b. His dog followed closely behind. 
c. The long electric train crashed into the back of a goods train. 
d. Saima and Alina areplaying in the garden. 
e. We heard them crying. 
f. The elephant has large ears. 
g. Parvez and Shahid live in Multan. 

D LISTENING AND  SPEAKING 
VOWEL SOUNDS 
In English there are five vowels, ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘o’, and ‘u’. In most languages, the vowel 
sounds always remain the same, but in English this does not happen. For example, take 
the words put and but. The ‘u’ sound in put is like the ‘oo’ sound in foot. The ‘u’ sound in 
but is like the ‘u’ in mud, hut, and gum.Read this list of words aloud. Note how ‘e’ at the 
end of the word changes the sound of the previous vowel.This is a phonic exercise to 
distinguish between long and short medial vowel sounds. It may seem like an  
easy exercise and be dismissed by some, but it is well worth drilling. Correct 

pronunciation of words helps with good understanding of what is being said 

                   3. A PolarExplorer 
 
COMPREHENSION 
1. Answer the following questions. 



a. Amundsen’s mother wanted him to be a doctor. He followed her wishes until she 
died.  
b. Amundsen was inspired by famous British explorers. As a child, he prepared for life 
as an explorer by playing a lot of sports, sleeping with his windows open, and reading 
about explorers. As an adult, he worked as a ship’s crew member where he watched, 
listened, and learned useful skills (on board and from the Inuit people) such as how to 
prevent scurvy, how to keep warm, and how to use dogs to travel by sledge.  
c. Amundsen learned some useful survival skills (See b.) but he was also very 
determined and well prepared. He made sure he knew how to survive before setting off 
on his own expeditions. 
d. Very cold temperatures, shallow seas and sea-ice made it difficult to pass through the 
Northwest Passage. Amundsen’s boat, Gjøa, helped him pass through it because it was 
small enough to pass through these waters and over the shallow areas.e. 1926 
f. Amundsen’s companions mistook the Inuit for Caribou because they were so far 
away. 
g. Amundsen ‘talked’ to the Eskimos by using a mixture of simple expression, body 
language, and tone of voice: ‘expression of the fact, nods and shakes of the head, 
gestures and tones of the voice’ 
.h. Amundsen disappeared on a rescue mission so we cannot be sure of how he died. 
Pupils can discuss different possibilities and do some research about how Amundsen 
died.While Reading:Encourage pupils to discuss the bullet points about the Poles so 
that they can come up with reasons why it is colder at the South Pole. Some 
suggestions: The thick ice and snow over the land makes it colder; in comparison, the 
North Pole is over the Arctic Ocean. 

Copy the sentences that are true. Correct the sentences 
that are wrong and rewrite them. 
a. Scurvy is caused by a lack of vitamin C. True 
b. Getting to the North Pole was false difficult. 
c. Amundsen was the first person to be able to claim that he had been to both Poles. 
True 
e. The North Pole is not on land. 
f. Polar bears, seals, and walruses are native to the North Pole. (False) 

Answer the following questions with reference to context. 
a. ‘Some other “two-legged caribous” joined the first, until five figures were outlined 
against the sky.’ 
i. Inuit/Eskimo people 
ii. 3 
b. ‘Their leader, seeing this pacific move, imitated it by turning to his followers and 
uttering a command.’ 
i. When the leader of the Inuit people saw Amundsen make the peaceful move of 
instructing his men to put their weapons aside, he did the same with his men. 
4. Look at the two fact files about the Poles. Write four sentences in which you compare 
the Poles 
 

WORKING WITH WORDS 



1. Look again at the extract from Amundsen’s book. Find out what these words mean 
and use each one in a sentence.Encourage pupils to use a dictionary. Definitions are 
given below, but pupils should find the sentences in which these words have been used 
in the passage and attempt to write their own sentences. 
a. steadfastly:in a resolutely or dutifully firm and unwavering manner 
b. ostentatiously:in a showy way that is designed to impress 
c. pacific:peaceful in character or intent 
d. reciprocate:respond to an action or gesture by making a corresponding one 
2. You have learnt these proverbs. Can you complete them? 
Discuss what these proverbs mean, and ask the pupils for their own interpretations. 
When can these proverbs be used, and what exactly do they illustrate? (See question 3, 
below.) 
a. The early bird catches the worm. 
b. Look before you leap. 
c. Learn to walk before you run. 
d. Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched. 
e. You may lead a horse to water but you can’t make it drink. 
3. Choose one of the proverbs and explain the meaning to the class. 
Pupils have already learnt the meaning of these proverbs, and you may have discussed 
the meanings again now. Can they relate the proverbs to an incident in their own 
experience? If not, can they make  
up a short anecdote to illustrate any of the proverbs? Encourage them to come up with 
their own stories. 

C     LEARNING ABOUT L ANGUAGE 
PARTS OF SPEECH 
The pupils may be asked to give their own examples of each part of speech. Show 
how a sentence can be built up by using different parts of speech. 
1. Copy the table. Give your own examples for each part of speech. 
The table should be big enough to add further examples later.  

2. Write the following sentences and give the function of each underlined word. 

a. Yellow describes snake and crawled tells of an action. 

b. Shoaib is the name of a person and large describes the company. 
c. Tap is the name of a thing; yesterday tells when it was leaking (helps describe the 
action). 
d. Me stands in place of a noun (the person speaking) and morning is the name given to 
the early part of the day. 
e. And joins two parts of the sentence; are fed tells of an action (continuing). 
f. Saw tells of a past action; in shows the relationship between peacock and forest. 
g. Oh! Shows a feeling or emotion; new describes the car. 

                                   The Poem 
UNDERSTANDING THEPOEM 
1. Answer the following questions. 



a. The twig should be planted, watered, and set where the Sun will be above it, to 
become healthy and strong. 
b. If cared for, the twig will develop into a tall bush with many flowers and sparkling 
leaves. 
c. A closet is a large cabinet or area like a cupboard, for storage; in it there may be odds 
and ends such as a mousetrap and blunted tools. 
d. The closet is not used much; there are mousetraps in it (a mousetrap is not used very 
often), and the tools are blunt (again, showing that they are seldom used). 
e. The twig will not grow in a closet, because it is too dark and there is little fresh air 
inside. 
f.The twig is compared to an old, twisted nail. 
g. Look after and encourage something, even if it is small and appears useless. (The 
poet is also telling us to nurture and look after young living things—children, for 
example—and by doing so they will blossom into wonderful beings. If children are 
neglected and uncared for, they will not  reach their full potential.) 

2. Find where these expressions are used in the poem. Read the 

lines a number of times, and try tounderstand the meanings of the 

expressions. Explain the meanings in your own words.  

a. It is nothing more; it appears insignificant. Example: He is onlya small boy; how can 

he be expected to do this hard task. 

b. And  plant it (place it) where the Sun will... 
c. grow (sprout) vigorously and healthily all over the place 
d. regain their upright posture 

e. brush against, collide with each other 

 
Reference to contex 
With mousetraps and blunted tools, 
It will shrivel and waste 
a. The word ‘it’ refers to the twig. 
b. The mousetraps and blunted tools are in the closet. 
c. The twig might look like an old, twisted nail 

WORKING WITH WORDS 

1. Find words of the opposite meaning in the poem. 

a. arge/little  

b. short/tall 
c. below/above  
d. few/many 
e. staleness/freshness  



f. sharpened/blunted 
g. strengthen/waste (shrivel)  
h. straight/twisted 
i. still (not moving)/blowing  
j. close/open 
2. Think of suitable adjectives to go with these nouns.  
a. dusty, dark, rarely-used closet  
b. rusty, twisted, iron nail  
c. blowing, cold, harsh wind  
d. green, lush grass-blades 
e. long, twisted, thirsty, withered roots  
f. rustling, green/red/yellow/brown, new/old leaves  

LEARNING ABOUTLANGUAGE 
SENTENCES 
1. Which of the following are complete sentences? Which are not complete? Give a 
reason for your answer each time.  
a. She laughed pleasantly. (Complete: there is a subject and a predicate; there is a 
finite verb. It makes complete sense.) 
b.The large, black dog (Incomplete: There is no verb of any kind; there is no predicate.) 
c. Walking along slowly (Incomplete: There is no finite verb; there is no subject; we do 
not know who or what is performing the action.) 
d. Sit down. (Complete: There is a finite verb; there is a subject and a predicate. The 
subject is understood... ‘You’.) 
e. The engine’s whistle (Incomplete: there is no finite verb; there is no predicate.) 
f. They played cricket on Sunday (Complete: there is a finite verb; there is a subject and 
a predicate 

NOUNS 
Pupils already know most of this information. Discuss the text. Discuss proper nouns. 
All proper nouns or derivatives of proper nouns should start with a capital letter. Pupils 
can work through these exercises on their own. 
2. Underline the proper nouns in the following sentences. 
a. Raheel and Hanif are going to Karachi on Tuesday 
b. They are going on the train, which leaves Lahore at two o’clock. 
c. From Karachithey are going to fly to Dubaion an Emirates plane. 
d. They will stay with their friends, Mr and Mrs Jenkins at 5, Park Lane,  
Duba 
3.Make a list of the common nouns in the following passage Which of the following are 

proper nouns? Make a list and don’t forget to put in the capital letters. (Hint: There are 

fourteen of them.) . Pakistan, Saturday, Venus, Stalin, Anwar, Madrid, Captain Khan, 

Nile, Mr Jacob, Fiat, Majid, Islam, United Nations, Minar-e-Pakistan 

5. Try to make adjectives from these proper nouns. Remember to start the adjectives 
with a capital letter 
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